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Jenny's antics for all ages 
Poge.7 
BY KARA BENKEN 
•·'.NEWS EDITOR 
The 109th annual Homecom-
ing Week is noticeably different this 
year with a single theme and the 
traditional Homecoming.dance for 
students and alumni together. 
Sponsored by the National 
Alumni Association (NAA) and Stu-
dent Activi.ties Council (Si\C), 
Homecoming festivities through01.1t 
· the week are directed to both alumni 
and studenhL. . , . 
The . theme·. this year, "Mas:- · 
querade,"was agre~d upon by both 
organizations ·and illustrated. in the 
events·.~ach phase for th~ week ..• · 
· .. · :'·' r.SACJHg§~omingclifilrsju,n~ 
ior Jill Yungbluth andseniorEleasha 
Mercer have bein. diligently plan-
ning sincethe beginning of the year 
to .schedule events that appeal to the 
students. · 
"We guarantee quality enter-
tainment throughout the week," 
Yungbluthsaid. "We'veputalotof 
time and effort into each event in 
hopes that the students will enjoy 
them ·and ·help make the week a 
success, culminating with the 
dance.'~· 
· The finale of the weekend will 
be the Homecoming Dance, held 
downtown at the Union Terminal. 
The dance will last from IO p.m.-2 
a.m., which is an hour later than 
previous dances. ·Tickets are 
available at the SAC office in the 
University Center for $10 or. at · 
the door for $15. 
·"We're looking forward to.· 
seeing how the combined clance · 
works out, to see if it carries on.· .. 
After all, that is tp.6 purpose or'a 
· Homecomfog/~ Merce~ said; . 
>on Saturday .. morning, 
there will be a free pancake break-
fast for families at 9:30 a.m. in 
theO'G~lllnorSportsCentergym. 
, , At)Ja,m.,theAllForOne 
Classic 5KRace will begin. ,Mo~e 
than 500 people are expected to 
,run in the 13th annual race and 
fitn~_ss. wal~, 
' .The anqual parade will '. 
·begin at 11 ;05 a,m, .and .wiHfea- .-> 
ture ~bout70 .~mtr~es.:1n:eiµ~g;;;B 
Bucket Boyz; who areJl y·o~ng ;; 
men from the Wesi.E~d who are•··• 
renowned for their use of buck-
.ets and recycling bins in ~aking ·· ·. : .· · . 
music. . for ~eir impersonations; The eve~t 
. Others participating in t.he will begin . at 9 p.m. in the Main 
parade include 24 Xavier student Dining Room, and admission is $1. 
clubs, Santa Claus and other groups. The winner of the Homecom-
The parade ·wili begin at the corner ing raffle will also.be announced at 
ofDana Ave.nue,ru,id Victory Park- this time. Students are able t.o sub-
way and will wind its way through mit their names on tickets available 
campus. at each SAC event throughout the 
following the pi;trade, an in- week, and must be at the. Comedy 
formal cookout will be held on the Festt~ claim their final prize, which 
residential mall. · is a surprise. 
. priday, SAC. is sponsoring Xavier and Edgecliff alumni 
Comedy, Fest II, featuring Spanky will gather at 6:30 p.m. at the Mu-
andFrank Caleiendo, whpareknown seum Center at.Union Terminal on 
1-s:oo· '.'Ice Storm''· 
Tobey Maguire_stars in one of the most emotion~[ dramas on the·.· 
holiday movie scene. For a complete review ()j this family saga, · 
please consult movie crjtic Dan Furey on page 12. · 
Page4 _Pogell 
Saturday. for an awards din- needs, abstinence education and 
ner before the dance. parenting classes. 
Edgecliff graduate Theresa The 1997 Distinguished 
Stavale Bruemmer, class of Alumnus Award will be given to 
'59, will be given the Sr. GeraldDeBrunner,classof'59, who 
Mary Virginia Sullivan is the chairman and managing part-
Award for her outstanding ner of Deloitte & Touche account-
service ·to ·the community ing firm. 
through career or volunteer This award is given toaXavier 
work. alum who ·has given· outstanding 
This work must be service. to the university or to an-
representative of the com- other sector of the community and 
mitment to t.he moral and · whose life reflects Jesuit moral and 
intellectual values and ic1e~ ethical standard of conduct. 
als of Edgecliff .College, .·. · ServingontheBoardofTrust-
which merged with the ees at Xavier, DeBrunneris a strong 
univc;irsity in 1980. .· ,·. . proponent of education and com-
Bruemmer serves as munity service and is active in the 
director, .counselor and. vol~ Greater Cincinnati Chamber of 
' · unteer. coordinator. for . the Commerce; Junior Achievement, 
~FE~rasegt.·.na.ridy~iiroblem ~e.nte't~ •. ,~.·.··~·ee··.· ·  ti~Git~~¥~r~~±1~~~~~a~,,.: .. ····----
'.';._ '.·:-,;~·:.~.«< < : .. - < 
The center provides .. '·· !.':."''· 
spiritual assistance; material · . ·. . . 
XaVi11r, Edeecliff 
alutiJRi/JrBticb DUt 
fQ the CQITJIT1UnifY · 
To catch up with some 
. '. 
prominent alumni, please see · 
pages 8.& 9. 
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Vending winners 
·. Canteen's vending winners for the monthly $100 
bookstore gift certificates are Melissa Hettinger for October. 
and Brian Konz forNovembei:. The next drawing will be on 
Dec. 12. To enter, send in completed entry forms found on 
selected snack products located in campus vending ma-
chines. Entries received before Jan. 29, 1998 will be eligible 
to win a free spring break trip to Florida. 
Trip to the ZOO 
There will be a Festival of Lights trip to the Cincinnati 
Zoo on Friday, Dec. 5 with transportation provided. Busses 
will leave at 6:30 and 7:15 p.m. and will return to campus at 
9 and 9:30 p.m. Students may sign-up for free tickets ,at 
Residence Hall RA desks, the Village Office, the Commuter 
Information Desk or the Romero Center. · The event is 
sponsored by the Apartments/House Council, Weekenders, 
and International Student Society. 
Road closures· 
On Saturday Nov. 22 at approximately 9:30 a.m., 
-· Victory Parkway at Dana A venue (south to Rockdale Av- . 
enue) will be closed for the Homecoming parade and the All 
for One SK race. The streets will close at approximately 
10:45 a.m.:and will be re-opened beginning around noon. 
Food drive 
The inen' s and women's swim teams will be assist-
ing Bellarminethapel with the Food Drive forthe Chance 
for Life Skills Program Sunday, Nov. 23. Please bring 
.. yourca1~nedfoodst() th~.~ilO; l 11a:m. orthe/andlO p.m .. 
.Masses; · ' · ' · · · -· 
New shuttle hours 
The Xavl~r Shuttle Service will be running from -5 
p.m. to 2 a.m. on weekdays and 5 p.m. to 3 a.m; ori Fridays 
and Saturdays. · 
~ompiled by Kara Benken 
Security Notes 
Saturday, Nov. 15, 12:30 p.m. 
A student in the Manoi: House reported someone threw 
eggs ather car. 
Monday, Nov.17, 2:20 p.m. 
The athletic departmenti:eported approximately two.cases 
of Coke products were taken out of a concession refrigeratorin 
the Schmidt Field House. · · 
Monday, Nov. 17, 3:50 p.m; 
A student reported someone stole her clothes out Of the 
dryer in the basement of Husman. 
Security Note of the Week 
Monday, Nov. 10, 11:43 p.m. 
Cincinnati Police were chasing a stolen vehicle -· 
wh_en the driver wrecked and then bailed out ofthe.Cill' at 
the intersection of Herald and Ledgewood A venues. A 
·.·foot pursuit ensued and: Xavier officers apprehended the 
suspect on the north side of B u~nger near the entrance of. 
the North Lot~ The susp'ectwas also wanted in connection .. 
to an aggravated armed.robbery and was turned ov~r fo ' 
Cincinn~ti police. · . · . ·· 
~ompiled by Amy Zywicki 
I. 
. Montessori·prof~or · 
. -.- . ~- . . . -. . : ·. . . . . . . ' . . . . 
. receives national. recognition 
'- .· 
BY AMY ZYWICKI 
ASST. NEWS EDITOR 
One of Xavier's very own, 
Crystal Dahlmeier, has joined the 
ranks of the teaching elite by recei v-
ing national board certification from 
the National Board for Professional 
Teaching Standards in the area of 
"early childhood generalists." 
Dahlmeier ·has taught at 
Xavier for 15 years in the area of 
Montessori pre-primary. 
To earn NationalBoard Certi- · 
fication, teachers must demonstrate 
their knowledge and skills through 
an extensive, .year~long series of 
assessments based on performance. 
Teachers are also required to com-
plete exercises designed to explore 
the depth of their knowledge and 
take a six-hour exam. 
The stan.dards on which they 
are based are structured around stu~ 
dent developmental levels (early 
childhood, middle childhood, early · 
adolescence, adolescence and young 
Crystal Dahlmeier takes time to share a story. -
adulthood) as well as by subject Only 91 lteachers nationwide 
matter. have been awarded national boai:d 
The standards are developed certification. 
.bycommitteesofteachersandother The National Board for Pro-
experts and then are reviewed ex- fessional Teaching Standards that 
tensively, 'both internally and dur- recognizes outstanding teachers is a 
· irig a public c·omment period, before non~profit independentorganization 
being approved by the board of di- ' governed by a 63-meinber board of 
recfoi:s; · ' . . . . •directors. Theil: niission is fo estab-
"It' s an affinµation that what lish high and demanding standards 
we're doing at the university is in for wh~t accomplished teachers 
line with education standards should know arid be able to do. 
throughout the country," said They also work toward education 
Dahlmeier. "The process was a reforms for the purpose of improv-
great chance for me to really look at ing student learning in. American 
what I do for children, look at the schools. 
current standards for teaching ex- In his recent State of the Union 
cellence and give myself an oppor-
tunity to improve." 
address, President Clinton praised 
the National Board for Professional 
Teaching Standarqs for."establish-
ing this nationally accepted creden-
. tial for excellence in teaching." 
According to James A. Kelly, 
president of the National Board of 
Professional Teaching' Standards, 
the national board identifies. teach-
' ers that embody th,e ptqfessjonalism 
andcledicatiOn that·fa'important to 
the teacning profes;i~n. · · · · · 
"They are dedicated to con-
tinuing the development- of their 
careers, to improving the way their ' ' 
students learn and to strengthening 
the teaching profession as a whole," 
said Kelly. 
Magical Pig. in Buenger 
Chicago. Hawry came up with this Every week The Magical Pig 
BY LEAH MONTGOMERY idea because he thought there wai; a promises to offer a unique experi-
. · NEWS WRITER need for an intimate envii:onrhent ence because of the different acts 
where students could come together featured. 
anddiscoverthe diverse artistic abili- "What we are going for is true 
Magical Pig,. the new coffee. ties ofothers. dive,-sity. We are ope!J.:to anything 
house o.n campus, is located in the "It only took a little enthusi- that anyone has· to offer/' said 
" basement of Buenger: It is a place asm to get started because there was Ha wry. 
where . students .. can gathe.r every a need for _it. There were so many . When asked about the name 
Thursday at8:30p.nuowatchother people expressing an interest that it "Magical.Pig" and whei:e it came 
students express their artistic abili- sort of took off on its own. !think it from; Ha wry that he, and some 
ties. This coffee house is ciesigned really fills a vacuuin of culture at . friends saw it written somewhere 
to bring students of any major to- school,'' said Hawry. and thought it would be perfect. 
gether to sharj;: their artistic talents. Last Thursday was the -first They liked it because it's different, 
TheMagicalPigoffersacom-. gathering held at the Magical Pig humorous, and not too serious. 
fortable and tranquil atmosphere for and _ Ha wry said the turnout· was The Magical Pig· is not only 
any kind of creative expression such· · good. . .. He is confident they will · . for students. Hawry encourages in-
as music, poetry' story.::telling, and have several returners and some. terested faculty to coine and express 
drama, to name;: afew things. The. newcon,:iei:s this Thursday evening. their.talents and to enjoy the talents 
Magical Pig will also exhibit Student Geffrey Gis.mondi of others. Anyone with interest or 
studenes origi'nal art work. And was"at The Magical Pig last week questions about The Magical Pig 
ye&, -there will . be ·coffee,' tea, hot and he expressed his excitement for can .contact, Hayden Ha wry at 985-
chocolate,and desserts available for this week's gathering. "It was a 8410 or Paul Wilcheck at 985-8046. 
~small price. The profits made will relaxed . atmosphere with friendly· Or, they can come to The Magical 
funnel back into The Magical Pig in people and good music. It's ii' great · Pig, in the basement of· Buenger 
order to keepitruiming. · · . place to e~~n;ise your creative tal~ Hall at 8:30p.m.· tomorrow or any . 
· Thepersonresponsibleforthe _ent anc1 eyecyone there is very ac- , other Thursday. 
creation of The Magical Pig. is cepting ofwhaty9uhave to offer," , 
Hayden Hawry, a freshman- from said Gismondi. 
•I•;: 
.. · ...... · "'.··-·,,_::: <'"· ..... 
. . . . 
Whafdoes Senate do, anyway? 
By Brendon Cull 
Student Senator 
Hello from the StUdent Seriat~! 
.. 'we would like to give you an 
.· update of what has been happen-
<ing in the Student Senate for the 
past few months. 
Most importantly, Senators have 
. been working on a variety of is-
sues that affect the student body. 
Some of these issue§ are parking, 
24-hour_ arming of Campus Po-
lice, . students on University 
search committees, copy machine 
access, visitation hours, dis-
counted Spring Break travel 
packages, and the creation of a 
support group for those with de-
ceased loved ones. These issues 
. matter to the student body, and 
therefore we have made it a prior-
ityto pay close attention to them. 
· Many of these issues are still "in 
.·progress," and we can always use 
.. · help. Please call us at 745-3094 
· if you have comments or sugges-
tions. 
The Senate has also been work-· 
Ing to reach out to the student 
body. Each Senator has assigned 
· office hours that are posted on the 
door of the Senate office. Please 
stop by and see us. We had ~ 
successful Freshman Forum two 
weeks ago, in which we heard of 
issues that concern current fresh-
men. We have taken the sugges-
tions, and are currently attending 
to the issues raised. X· Talk was 
a Senator sponsored luncheon 
where students had lunch with Fr. 
.·Hoff.. Look for more of these to 
come. 
Much of what we do concerns 
money, funds, and internal club 
and organization structures. 
Since August, we have funded 
trips for the University Singers, 
Advertising Club, Amnesty Inter-
national, Public Relations Stu-
denL,~~ciety, and the Lacrosse 
team, just to name a few. We 
recently officially chartered the 
first new club of the year, the 
Swing Society. Also, we have 
been working ·on restructuring 
much of what we do within the 
Senate to make it easier for stu-
dents to be a part of our work-
ings. Just last week, we restruc-
tured our voting procedures. 
Now, each Senators' vote on 
each issues will · be recorded, 
and made available on our web 
site: Look for that. to be com-
pleted soon. 
As you can see, this has been a 
busy semester for us. We are 
here to represent you; and we 
are always welcoming sugges-
tions. Please call us at 745-
3094, stop by our office down 
the hall next to the cafeteria, or 
.come to our meetings at 3 p.m. 
every Monday in the Terrace 
· Room of the University Center. 
We are dedicated to being Sena-
tor$_. at Your Service. 
·•When Cohen Field disappears 
By Damon Halverson · · · · 
SGA Administrative Vice President 
. . , 
Over the past few months, many 
· students have been concerned 
with an issue that ·has beeri the 
' source of many rumors: what ar~ 
we going to do when Cohen 
Field is turried into a parking lot? 
·.· SGA has been working closely 
. with the Department of Recre-
ational Sports and Dr. Ron 
Slepitza, the. Vice President for 
. StudentD'evelopment, in an at-
t.enipt tC> try and answer some of 
the questions surrounding this 
The University, as ~fyet, does 
not kriow for sure when Cohen 
· will be tom up. What we do 
· know is that it probably will not 
be available when the Spring 
' sports season begins. After 
· .meeting with administrators · 
from Recreational Sports and Dr. 
· Slepitza, we can tell you that the 
University is not ignoring this . 
problem. There are and will be 
alternative field(s) available. 
Jim Ray, the Director of Recre-
ational Sports, is negotiating 
with the Cincinnati Recreation 
Commi.ssion, as well as with the 
city of Norwood, to find a solu-
tion to this problem. The Uni:.. 
versity is attempting to secure 
fields in close proximity to 
Xavier which are comparable to 
Cohen, possibly even with more 
field space. 
Although we may not be able to 
walk to our games, such as with 
Cohen, at least we can count on 
having the next best thing. 
AskSGA· 
Expanded 
Shuttle 
Hours 
(again). 
The Campus Shuttle Service 
· has been expanded again. 
Hours of operation now begin at 
5 p.m. daily. 
At this point, not all of the new 
shifts have been filled, so we 
appreciate your patience as we 
complete this expansion. 
We fook forward to seeing you at our Homecoming '97 festivities. Visit us at http://www.xu.edu/soa/sga/sac for detailed info. 
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All walks of life feel at home 
on 'The Jenny Jones Show' 
BY VIRGINIA SUTCLIFFE 
MANAGING EDITOR 
Just when the wait seeme~ to. 
be getting too long, ·another audi- . 
ence coordinator came in to tell us 
". more about the show. She went 
I have never really been a big ·over sorpe rules: No gum chewing, 
fan of the talk show circuit. The no hats, try.not to talk to the people 
topics usually seem outrageous and around you during the taping, don't 
I often question the validity of the refer to the guests by using foul 
guests of these. shows when I do language, and of course react natu-
. happen.to see them. rally. 
But when a recent opportu- Thisonetheydidn'ttrustusto 
· nity came up to be an audiencemem- do on our own, so.we were quizzed. 
be.r at a taping of "The Jenny Jones The audience coordinator went over 
Show" in Chicago, I decided my some shocking topics and asked us 
curiosity was sparked enough to go to react to them. The whole audi-
and check it out. ence waiting room attempted to 
When my friends and I ar- impress her with Ooos and Abs. 
rived at the NBC studios, I found Whensheaskedifanyonehad 
myself sort of excited. to see what any questions, one man asked what . 
was going to happen. · the topic was. She said, "Jenny will 
Theaudiencecoordinators,as tell you when you get into the stu-
they are· called, lined us up in the dio. ,; I, like so many others, wanted 
lobby and passed out a waiver form to kno.w then, but we patiently 
for each ofus to sign. I guess that's waited. 
just so they won't be liable if some When we got into the studio, 
out of control guest decides that he we were strategically placed in our 
doesn't like your question. seats according to the number of 
After that, another audience people in our party. Butl wondered 
coordinator took us up one.floor to if they put the nicer looking people 
the stage areas. Then, my friends up front. We were in the third to last 
and I entered the so called "audi- row, so I dismissed that theor)'. 
Jenny Jones has been on the air since 1991. 
then I looked at my friends and 
began to laugh. 
During the commercial 
breaks, we were constantly encour-
aged to ask questions and many 
people did. However, I just chose to 
sit back and listen. I wasn't ready to 
make my debut on national TV on 
"The Jenny Jones Show." 
ence waiting room." When we sat down, I tried to · 
Well, at least we knew what. 
was coming now. Then, another 
woman came out to go over our 
audience etiquette with us one more 
time .and pointed out all cif the fea-
tures of the studio we needed to 
know. For instance, Jenny isn'tthe 
only one who is prompted. 
Of course when audience 
members would raise their hands to 
question the methods of these moth-
ers, the audience clapped in agree-
ment. ·. But ironically,e11ough the 
audience; also. ·c1apprd:'..~h.el1 the 
guests defended themselves too. 
It was a moderately sized room take it all in. I was actually on the set 
lined with chairs on each side which of a show that airs on a major net-. 
faced toward each side of a televi- work and I was in the audience. It 
sion which was playing old epi- wasn't at all like what I imagined it 
~odes of "The Jenny Jones Show" would be. · 
for our viewing pleasure while we The stage. is actually really. 
waited. small. It definitely isn't as big as it 
As we sat there, more and looks on TV. Also, there are really 
more audience members came into only three camera men set up in 
the room to join us. This gave me an each comer of the stage.in the back 
opportunity to get a closer look at and one set up in the middle. I 
just what kind of people watch these always assumed. there were cameras 
types ofshows. everywhere. 
There were many young We waited a couple minutes 
people, most around their 20s or more and. then a big TV montitor 
30s. There were a few older people over us turned on and said, "Are 
and there w,ere all types of races and · you ready?" 
nationalities. Some people were It began to flash clips from 
dressed nicely and some people past shows and got us in the mood 
looked as if they didn't care that for what was to come. Suddenly, 
they were going to be on national the topic of our show flashed.up on 
TV. But some people looked just the screen-"Mothers who party· 
like me. This destroyed my stereo- with their younger daughters." My 
type of the typical talk show viewer. first reaction was "Oh my gosh" and 
We were also prompted to by 
a card with the guests names on it, so 
we could use their names when we 
. . ~ . . . . . . 
asked them questions. 
Finally, Jenny came out. She 
was vei;y friendly, full of smiles, 
and even joked with us a bit. Then 
it was time for the show to begin. 
The guests came out, each 
group at a time, to tell their stories 
about their partying mothers. 
Our reactions as an audience 
were just like we had practiced and 
just like you see when you watch the 
show on TV. 
Suprisingly, all of the girls 
were supportive of their mothers. 
The daughters were even 
happy about the fact that they were 
hit on by the same mc;m that hit on 
their moms when they went out to-
gether. 
Overall, it was a v~ry interest-
ing experience. I think I wa5 more 
captivated by the way·the show was 
run and the whole taping process, 
rather than the topic itself. 
I was also impressed with 
Jenny though. She was very inter-
active ~ith us throughout the whole 
taping: I always thought talk show 
hosts didn't really pay attention to 
the audience off camera. However, 
she did. 
ldon'tknowthatoeingamem-
ber of the audience of "The Jenny 
Jones Show" has changed my out-
look on talk shows, but I definitely 
plan on watching thep~ingmother 
episode. I may be on TV. 
Thumbing .. nose ·at TV, Politics 
BY. CHAD ENGELLAND 
AssT. Or-Eo EDITOR 
A crazed fat man is thumbing 
his nose at you. Not only is he 
thumbing his nose at you, he's also 
thumbing his nose at your children, 
your duly elected public officials 
(Bill Clinton~ for example); indeed, 
at the whole world. 
Oratleastthat's the way ABC 
News' Sam Donaldson phrased it to 
the U.S. secretary of defense: "Does· 
Saddam simply thumb his nose at 
the collectiveworld forever?·· · ·· 
Sunday morning, bowl. of 
Kroger brand cereal fa hand, I 
watched one of those political prattle 
.shows ort the tely. This one hap-
pened to be ABC's "This Week" 
with Cokie Roberts (the honorary 
Xavier alumna) and Donaldson. 
The featured guest of the day 
was William Cohen, the man who, 
as Secretary of Defense, gets to ap-
pear on shows like this and speak in 
broad, non-committal generaliza-
. tions, using elusive phrases such as 
a "rather overwhelming. response" 
an.d "a very substantial response" in , 
regards to U.S. policy. 
The discussion center~d 
. around the th~mb-no1>er-more spe-
cificaH y what we, the .United 
States of America, would do with 
hjm: · . . 
·· .The ·poutkal pundits sat 
:around thetable grilling our duly 
appointed public leader, this Secre- cause public opinion is vol_atile, half-
tary Cohen. It seemed that every- baked and influenced by people like 
body there thought it a pretty good Sam Donaldson (this last point was 
idea to get the secretary to divulge only intimated, not stated ). 
important points of the U.S. mili- · The ending fizzled. I was 
tary strategy. hoping that Sam would accuse the 
One of the show'.s gabbers, secretary of incompetence, and the 
Donaldson, told the secretary that secretary, in turn, would accuse Sam 
public opinion polls show that over- of being the' missing evolutionary 
wqelmingly the average American link between Mr. f>otato Head and 
(thatmeansyouandme)areinfavor Star Trek's Spock .. 
of retribuiton should he shoot down Then, the ensuing braw'I with 
one of our U-2s~using whatever Cokie using her shoeJci~w.hack the 
force necessary. . secretary over the head would only 
Our secretary, a very smart end witl} a Marine ~atiallonrushing 
man, pointed out to.Donaldson, a in to save the s~cretary~ Instead, 
·.very funny~looking man,. that de~ Donaldson blandly thanked the sec-
fe~sepolicy should never bemade .· t~taty.f~rcqrriing.Then,)1e.thumbed 
on the basis of pbblic opinion, be- his nbse adh~ ca1hera~ · · · 
' . . . 
Staff Edito:tdal 
' -
' . 
TiiCte's nothing 
tO.lffi$s .. this year 
It's Homecoming week, across town, 1,650 students 
. which means campus is buzz- . converged upon the Albert 
. ing with the . usual activities, Sabin Convention Center. 
free food; arid excitement. But all that has. changed. 
In fact, the only element Alumni and the Student. Ac-
ofHornecoilling tradition miss- tivities _Council worked to-
ing this year is redundancy. gethertobringthelargerXavier 
Iii"stead of two Xavier Home- family a united Homecoming . 
. comings~ne for students and Both alumni and students 
.. another for alumni, as it's been will be dancing under the same 
in the past...:...:.there is one theme, roof, for there is just one dance, 
,- or1e dance, and one, united ef- heldatUnionTerminal. Some-
fort. ·Bravo. · · thing else is singular as well: 
Last year, the alumni eel~ the theme, "Masquerade." 
.. ebrated a "Harvest Homecom- And doesn't this, after 
ing," while the theme for stu- all, make sense? 
dents, "Glory Days," was no- Just as the Catholic 
ticeably.different Church is made up of the faith-
. The artificial division be- ful, living and dead, so Xavier 
· tw~en students and alumni cut is composed of those working · 
deeper than just the theme. toward degrees and those. who 
' Though everybody went already have them. Just as there 
. to the same. basketball game, is one church, _there is one 
wh_at they did afterward was Xavier University. And now, 
separate.· one Homecoming . 
. Some 525 alumni gath- Thanks be to God. 
ered at the Mus~iim Center of 
Cincinnati for their dance, while 
-C.A.E. 
Letters to the E}ditor 
' ' 
. ' 
The 'Cincinnati' 
Newswire? 
In the past three years, I 
have enjoyed learning about 
events on Xavier's campus in the 
Di.versions section of· the 
Newswire, plus other articles 
about happenings around town. 
Diversions had been a main 
source for promoting Xavier 
Players events as well as other· 
Xavier University clubs and or-
ganizations. 
The Newswire has always 
been important in our marketing 
efforts, since our financial suc-
cess of our plays rests on getting 
people to see our shows. The 
Newswire has been a major source 
in that effort. 
However, this year is a dif-
ferent story. The Diversions sec-
. tion has become another City Beat 
or Everybody's News. Countless 
CD reviews of unknown bands, 
and movie reviews fill up this 
section. 
But the main problem is 
that there has not been any men-
tion of any Xavier club related 
activities; Xavier Players has 
made repeated· attempts to get 
play information published. 
We have been promised 
coverage: an article before open.:. 
ing night, with a review after-
wards. Each time we have not . 
received anything. 
Is it not the Xavier 
Newswire's mission to serve the 
Xavier community first? It has 
always been in the past. Why has 
that changed now? · 
Do clubs and organizations 
have no outlet in the Newswire 
for announcing events that Xavier 
students and faculty will be in-
terested in. Yes, these things get 
shoved off to minute attention in 
the Calendar. 
However, these events are . 
not getting the attention they de-
serve. What do' we have to do, 
the clubs and organizations of 
Xavier University, to get cover-
age in the Xavier" Newswire? 
As president of Xavier 
Players, I am concerned about 
the obvious effects that refusing 
to cover Xavier events will and 
have had on these clubs . 
In our case, attendance for 
the first weekend of our perfor-
mance of a "Blithe. Spirit" has 
been low compared to the past. 
We feel _that a major part of this 
was our lack of coverage in the 
Newswire. 
Ourrequesthavebeenmet, . 
but only half-heartedly. 
Brian Kilbane 
President, Xavier Players 
Judges are ollt·of line 
when overruling Juries 
BY .JEFF DAVIS 
OP-ED EDITOR 
,,, 
Our government is run by a 
bunch of idiots. 
I am reminded of this every-
day, whether it be on the evening 
news or in the daily newspaper. 
There is always someone try-
ing to make a joke out of what our 
founding fathers fought for. 
Lately, the judicial branch has 
been doing· it's job to mock the 
system. 
The most recent embarrass., 
ment came by means of the deci-
sion in the nanny case. 
Americans watched this high 
profile case for weeks. 
It was the lead story on every 
network newscast. 
When it was time for the jury 
to announce it's decision as to 
whether a nanny would be found 
guilty of murdering a Massachu-
setts baby, the wodd waited on edge. 
It wasn't quite like the O.J. 
trial, another embarrassment to this 
country, but still, there was quite a 
bit of suspense. · 
The jury came out and found 
the young woman guilty of killing 
the baby. 
That seemed fair enough. As 
a result, the family celebrated in 
what was still a sorrowful moment, 
but they were happy that justice was 
served. 
But on the other side of the 
world, the British were up in antis, 
because one of their own had been 
found guilty ofmurderin the United 
States. 
The U.S. government kept 
quiet on the outside, but who knows 
what was going on in the· inside 
ranks. 
The last thing in 
·the world we 11eed 
is a judicial 
system full of ego-
driven judges 
who takes it upon 
him or· herself to 
make their 
decision superior 
to the people's. 
What had seemed like a open 
and close case, was supposed to be 
just that, excluding the obvious ap-
peals. · 
However, news leaked that 
the judge in the case was consider~ 
ing overturning the decision. 
Why? Because he believed 
that the jury didn't really under-
stand the evidence in the case. 
This is not the first time a 
judge has· overruled a jury, but it 
definitely still shows the arrogance 
of our government and its judicial 
process. 
., Why even hav'e a jury if a 
judge is going tooverturn their deci-
sion?· Why not j~st have dictator 
type person ruling .. over cases in 
court? · 
The last thing in the world we 
need is a judicial system full of ego-
drivenjudges who takes it upon him 
or herself to make their decision 
superior to the people's. 
· When the signers of the Con-
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Swimmers· prep 
for home meet 
· The Xavier swim teams host the only home meet of the season 
on Saturday, and enter the meet looking to better a disappointing pair 
of losses to Wheeling Jesuit College last weekend. 
Dan Casey won two events against Wheeling, but it wasn't 
enough as the men's swimming team lost the close meet. The XU 
men compiled a score of96 points, which was only12 points.short 
· of victory. 
The women did not come as close in their meet against 
Wheeling, and were defeated by a score of 158 to 91. 
In the losing effort, Casey was the bdght spot for the men. 
Casey won the 200 and 500 yard freestyle events· with times of 
1:46.43 ·!J.nd 4:57.29, respectively. 
Two other men picked _up individual wins in themeet. The first 
was LouisDissel in the200 yard breaststroke with a time of 49:01. 
Also winning for Xavier was freshman Michael Evans. He won the 
1000 yard free style heat with a time of 11:11.42; 
For the women's team, Amanda Goubeaux won the 100 yard 
backstroke event with a time of 1:02.89. 
The other victory for the women's team came from the 200 
yard freestyle relay team of Brooke Dunaway, Sarah Wayne, Hollie 
Rich, and Marcella Broache. The team_won in atime of 1:53.60. 
· Sophomore Alyssa Robbins finishes a very dose second in her 
heat of the 100 yard butterfly. 
The first and only home meet of this season for the swim team 
will be this Saturday in the O'Connor Sports Center _Pool .as Xav~er 
hosts :Louisville. The ,swimmers take to the water at 10 a.m. 
-Matt Madges 
Shooters down Skyhawks 
The Xavier rifle team handily defeated Tennessee~Martin as 
' part' of the Walsh Invitational tournament this past weekend in 
'Xavier's Armory. . . · · · · · 
The Musketeers won the match with a team total of 6059 
points. Xavier wail lead byjunior Karyn Juziuk who scored an 1164 
in smallbore._competition1 and a 390 in air rifle. Juzuik' s total of 1554 
gave her first place in the dual meet. 
Xavier downed the Skyhawks with a strong air rifle perfor-
mance. The Muskies had the top five shooters in the discipline. 
The Musketeer rifle team is idle until the literal crosstown 
shootout takes place on Jan. 17 when Xavier hosts Cincinnati. , 
-Amjad Zahra 
On Tap. 
··········~····················· Wednesday, Nov. 19 •Men's Basketball vs~ Toledo at 7:30 p.m. · 
Friday, Nov. 21 
Saturday, Nov. 22 
Sunday, Nov. 23 
Monday, Nov. 24 
Tuesday, Nov. 25 
Friday, Nov. 28 
Tuesday, Dec. 2 
•Rifle in Walsh Tournament at 8 a.m. 
•Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony at the Hyatt Hotel 
downtown at 6 p.m. 
•Women's Basketball vs. Wisconsin-Milwaukee at 7 p.m. 
•Volleyball at George Washington at 7:30 p.m. 
•Rifle in Walsh Tournament at 8 a.m. 
•Swimming vs. Louisville at 10 a.m. 
•Men's Basketball vs. Akron at 2 p.m. 
•Volleyball at Fordham at 6 p.m. 
•Rifle in Walsh Tournament at-8 a.m. 
•Men's Basketball vs. Northeast Louisiana at 7:30 p~m. 
•Women's Basketball at Bradley at 8 p.m. 
•Women's Basketball vs. Ohio State at 7 p.m. 
•Men's Basketball vs. Central Michigan at 7 p.m: on 
WCPO-Ch.9 
All home games are in bold 
Home swim rpeets are held in O'Connor Sports Center 
Home men's basketball games are played in Cincinnati Gardens· 
Home women's basketball games a~e played in Schmidt Fieldhouse 
. . 
Game of the· Week 
- ' ' 
Swimming vs. Louisville · 
10 a .. m. Saturday in the O'Connor Sports Cent~r 
Around here, the w.ord "muskie" is a nickname for our school; 
but near the lakes to the north, it is a type offish. The Xavier brand 
of fish, the swim team, dives into the sports center pool for its only 
home meet of the year against the Louisville Cardinals on Saturday. 
Fish tend to swim better than birds, but go find out for yourself. 
Muskies split' :we~~i!nd.'; 
end run·f()r postseQ~~11 
' • ·., • • -. .,j :• •-J • •• ~ I •. ', • • ~ 
BY MATT BARBER 
AssT. SPoRTs EmToR 
The mathematics of the 
situation finally caught up with the 
Musketeers. This past weekend saw 
XU' s run for the fourth and final 
berth in the Atlantic 10 
Championship tournament come to 
an end. 
Xayier split its two matches . 
this past weekend, souncily defeating 
St. Bonaventure and coming up just 
short against Duquesne. Both 
matches were at home. 
Xavier(l2-16overall, 8~10in 
the A-10) came into the weekend 
with their backs up against the wall. 
Saturday night's loss to Duquesne 
effectively ~nded the season for the 
Musketeers -by eliminating them 
from postseason play. 
Friday night's match against 
cellar-i:lwelling St. Bonaventure (5-
24, l-17) \Yent as expected.:.quickly 
and fa Xavier's favor. The Muske-
teers were -"hitting on all cylinders" 
according to head coach Floyd 
Deaton. 
The Musketeers ran up an 11-
0 lead to start the first game. ··The 
Bonnies then put two points up on 
the scoreboard before XU could Jenny Janszen recorded a hitting percentage ofl.OOOinF_riday's match· 
finish them off, 15~2. Xavier only against St. Bonaventure. She averages over three kills per game. · 
needed one rotation through its six hit -.045 as a team, and the top stayedthesameonfinallycaughtup · 
servers to amass the needed 15 indivipuaIBonniehit.125. Inaddi~. with.us in this match."-·· . 
-. points. .. tion, outside hitter. Beth Osterday .. Xavie~had thr~~ pli!-yers \,ivith · 
In' game two, St.Bonaventure . recorded four service aces in the over 20 kills,Janszeh (27), outside 
drew first blood and held a lead at 2- three gluiie. matchwhich Jasted a . hitter Ji~l Hol~strom · (25), ·and. 
1, but that was all that they would rilere 54 minutes. . . . Osterday(22). Ostei:day hacl 29 
get as Xavier again triumphed 15-2. Saturday night was senior digs, and Holmstrom recorded 16 in. 
ThethirdandfinalgamesawXavier night for the Musketeers as they the match. Holmstrom's ability·to 
keepuptheiroutstandingplayasthe took on Duquesne (14-15, 9-9) for turn whatwould usually be a free-
XU \\fOn 15-4 to take the match. the home finale of the 1997 ball into a kill for Xaviei: helped the 
· Xavier hit an amazing .529 campaign. Beforethematch,seniors Musketeers more than a few times 
for the match .. Middle blockers JamieMartinandAmyMaitnerwere in the match. 
JennyJanszen and Gabe Cook were honored by the team and university ' As the season .nears its end, 
nearly perfect. Janszen had seven for their contributions over their there are still someMusketeers who 
kills in seven attempts with no errors four-year careers. -are among the leaders in individual· 
for a 1.000 hitting percentage, and Duquesne took an early 6-1 statistics in the Atlantic 10. 
Cook had 11 kills in 13 attempts lead in the first game, but Xavier There are two Xavier players 
vvithoneerrorfora.769percentage. fought back to take a 10-7 lead. in the top ten in kills 'per game. 
On the other hand, St. Bonaventure That lead would not la8t, however, Osterday is third _with 3._96 arid 
Conference 
Standings 
~ _c•~••• 
Volleyball 
School A-10 Season 
Temple* 18-0 25-4 
Rhode Island* · 16-2 23-6 
Dayton* 14-4 19-8 
Virginia Tech 9-9 14-15 
Duquesne 9-9 14-15 
G. Washington 9-9 19-12 
Massachusetts 8-10 13-16 
Xavier 8-10 12-16 
Fordham 5-13 14-16 
La Salle 2-16 11-20 
St. Bonaventure '1-17 ·5-24 
*clinched A-10 Championship berth 
as the Dukes won game one 15-12. Janszen is seventh with 3.28: 
In the second game, the Musketeers Osterday. is also third in the 
took a 2-0 lead and never looked A-10 in digs per game wit_h 3.44. 
back, winning 15-10. , Setter Cara Espelage is fifth in the 
· Game three was pivotal in the conference in assists per. game with 
match. The game see-sawed back 1 l.22. 
and forth between Xavier and Janszen as well_ is ranke.d in 
Duquesne, and neither team had a two other categories. Her hitting 
lead larger thari two points through percentage of .306 for the year puts 
the entire match. In the end, though, her fourth while her blocks per game 
it was Duquesne prevailing, -16-14. average of 1.06_ places her seventh 
Game four also went back and forth; in the A-10. 
with Xavier stretching a 12-9 lead Xavier hits the road this 
over the Dukes, but again it would weekend to . take on, George 
not stand up. Duquesne took game Washington (19-12, 9-9) on Ffiday 
four 15-12, and the match three and Fordham (14-16, 5-13) on 
games to one. Saturday to complete the.· regular 
Both teams played season. Thesematchesareforpride 
· excellently, but the quality of the and experience on the Muskete~rs 
match,contestedbytwoveryevenly side of the net, but George 
matched squads, was tainted by a Washingtonwillbefightingforthat 
few .questionable calls the officials last playoff berth. 
made against both teams. "We'll still play hard this 
"We're disappointed," said weekend. The two best practices 
Deaton: "We had our opportunities we've had. all year. were the one 
to win the match and we didn't do it. before. the St. Bonaventure match 
We improved on a lot of things this and the one [on Monday] after the 
season and we stayed the same on Duquesne match. The intensity is 
some others, and those things we. still there," said Deaton. 
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XU takes off running 
. . 
'By MATT BARBER 
AssT. SPORTS EDITOR 
forw~d Kim Hotz's game-high 24 The Musketeers opened the 
points off the bench. Forward regular season last night at 
Connie Hamberg and centei'Taru Valparaiso. Valparaiso h~ their 
The Xavier women's basket- Tuukkanen, both starters, also con- entireteambackfromlastyearwhile 
ball team again had a strong show~ tributed 11 and 12 points respec- Xavier is sporting seven newcom-
ing in its final exhibition game of tively, Starting two-guard Amy ers to the squad. Last year, the 
the season. The Musketeers pre- Hughes rebounded from a poor of- Musketeers defeated Valparaiso by 
vailed 77-66 over the Indian Hoo- fensive game in the last exhibition one point in Schmidt Fieldhouse, 
siers AAU team, a squad of former with her 10 points, and shooting but with all of XU' s. changes, it is. 
college players.. · guardNicoleLevanduskyaddedher impossible to say which way this 
Xavier started the game with 11 points off the bench to help the game will go .. 
an 18-4run, buttheHoosierschipped Xavier cause. "We out-rebounded our· op-
away at the lead, and brought the Hotz was 9-11 shooting from ponents iri both exhibition games 
. themselves to within one at the half, the field and 6-7 from the free-throw and came away with two wins," said 
30-29. Xavier opened the second line. Hamberg (2-4) and ·Balcomb. "If we want to beat 
half with a 12-4 run and added to it Levandusky (2-5)had the hot hands Valparaiso w~ will have to ~eep 
withalater s~o run to pull away·. fortheMusketeersbehindthethree- rebounding." ·· 
from the Hoosiers and win 77-66. point arc. Last night's game against 
The Musketeers out-re- As a team, Xavier rebounded Valparaiso was not completed in 
bounded the Hoosiers by 10 (47-n a strongly as the boards were spread, time for inclusion in this. week's 
37) and out-shot thein 45 pem:nt to around with no single Musketeer in issl)e. . 
38percent. TumoverswereXavier's double digits. Hotz again led the. The Lady Muskies will con"-
problem as they amassed 30 of them way with nine, followed by forward · tinue their season Friday at home 
through the game. Susanna Stromberg (8) and' against Wisconson-Milwaukee at 7 . 
·"We need to put 40 minutes Tuukkanen (7). Stromberg led all p.m. The Panthers ended last year 
together," said head coach Melanie· players in minutes played (34) and with a 16-12 record. Three tarters 
Balcomb. "We played in spurts. blockedshots(2). PointguardNikki from that team are returning. . 
Tumoverhurt us, we need to take Kremermovedtheballaroundwell, OnTuesday,Xavierwilltravel .· 
care of the ball better." recording six assists to lead Xavier· to Peoria, Ill., to play Bradley.· The 
The Musketeers had five play- in that department, just ahead of Braves also ended last season with a 
ers ·scoring in double digits, led by Hamberg with five. 16-12 record. 
ng 
If your interested in being a sports 
phoUJg~apher call the big·. guy 
at 7 45~3607. 
\J \J \J 
DERMATOLOGY RESEARCH 
A S S 0 C I R T ~ S 
ATHLETE'S FOOT STUDY · 
Male and female volunteers, 12 yea~s of age or older 
with athlete's foot; are needed to participate in a 
medical research study testing a topical medication. 
DO YOU HAVE PSORIASIS? 
If you are age 18 or older and have mild to moderate 
psoriasis, you may be eligible to participate in a 
medical research study testing a topical cream. 
ADULTS & CHILDREN WITH ECZEMA 
Volunteers, age 2 or older with moderate to severe 
eczema may be eligible to participate in a medical 
research study which involves· an· investigational 
topical ointment. 
Financial compensation will be provided to eligible 
participants. Appointments are available in the 
Anderson Township & Montgomery offices. 
For more information call: 
Dermatology Research· Associates 
232-DERM .. (3376) 
Next Friday, the Muskies will . 
try to work off the Thanksgiving 
turkey when they welcome Ohio 
State to Schmidt Fieldhouse. 
OSU, who has a new coach 
this season, finished 12-16 last year. 
The game against the Buckeyes tips 
off at 7 p.m. · 
Xavier will head west after 
the OSU game. The Muskies will . 
be in Las Vegas for the first week~· 
end in December to participate in 
the UNLV tournament.· Young-
stown State and Middle Tennessee 
State are also taking part in the Las 
· Vegas Club Shootout. 
Volleyball 
Xavier def. St. Bonaventure 
15-2, 15-2, 15~4 
Fri., Nov. 14 
Cincinnati 
K:XU-41 (Cook-11); SB-12 (Renninger-6). 
A: XU-37 (Espelage-28); SB-7 (Tuk-4). SA: 
XU-7 (Osterday-4); SB-2 (Tuk, Clark-I). 
Blks: XU-5.5, SB-1. Attendance: 160. LOM: 
0:54. 
Duquesne def. Xavier 
15-12, 10-15, 16-14, 15-12 
Sat., Nov. 15 
Cincinnati 
K: DU-92 (Lopez 27); XU-90 (Janszen-27). 
A: DU-67 (Kargus 58); XU-82 ·(Espelage-
76). SA: DU~6 (Kargus 3); XU-1 (Holmstrom 
I). Blks: DU-12; xu~12. 
.Men's Basketball 
Xavier 75, Athletes In Action 62 
Thurs., Nov. 13 
Cincinnati 
Athletes In Action {62) ~Jarmon. 6-14 4-6 
21, McCormick0-5 2-4 2, Goode 1-2 0-0 2, 
Barnes 0-2 2-2 2, Soft 3-8 1-2 8, Ensminger 
6-9 9.-13 21, Michaels 1-2 1-1 3, Aluma 0-4 
1-4 1. Totals: 18-48 20·32 62 
Xavier (92) - Kelsey 0-0 2-2 2, L. Brown 9-
143~424, Lumpkin 1-107-89, Turner3-4 l-
2. 7, McAfee 0-1 0-0 0, Johnson 0-1 0-0 0, A. 
Brown 3~6 O~O 6; W~llfoms 2•6 070 S, Payne·. 
0-2 2-26, Posey 3-5 0-06,Braggs4-96-714, 
Butler 0-0 0-0 0. Totals: 25-58 21-25 75 
Halftime - AIA 30, XU 35. Rebounds - AIA 
30 (Ensminger 6), Xavier 35 (Williams 7), 
Assists - AIA 13 (McCormick 6), Xavier 19 
(Lumpkin 6), 3-PointFG-AIA 6-18Jarmon 
6-14, McCormick 0-3, Goode 0-1, Soft 1-2, 
Ensminger 0-1; Xavier4-16 L. Brown 3-5 
Lumpkin 0-4 McAfee 0-1 A. Brown 0-3 
Williams 1-2 Posey 0-1. Turnovers -AIA 25, 
Xavier21. Total Fou!S-AIA 22, Xavier25. 
A- 5,831. 
Women's BasketbaJI 
Xavier 77, Indiana Hoosiers AAU 66 
Sat., Nov. 15 
Cincinnati 
Indiana Hoosiers AAU (66)- Y asen 7-14 · 0-
014,Bostic 8-120-016,Bohman 1~102-54, 
Shaw 1~4 1-2 4, D:i:ew-Shaw, 2~8 6-8 10, 
Washiniton 5-113-614, Hicks 1-7.0-0 2, 
Graves 0-00-00, Laillping 0-2 0-0 0, Dittfach · 
1-1 0-0 2, Totals: 26-69 12-21 66 . 
Xavier (77) - Stromberg 3-6 0-0 6, Hamberg 
4-8 1-2 11, Tuukkanen 5--14 2-2 12, Kremer 
0-3 2-2 2, Hughes 3-.8 3-4·10, Riley 0-0 1-2 
1, Hotz 9-116-7 24, Levandusky 3-9 3-411, 
Lehigh 0-1 0-0 0, Totals: 27·6018-23. ~7 . 
Halftime - Xavier 30, Indiana AAU 29, Re-
bounds - Indiana A.AU 37 (Bohman, Yasen 
9), · Xav.ier 47. (Hotz 9), Assists - Indiana 
AAU 13 (Washington 4), Xavier20 (Kremer 
6), Turnovers - Indiana AAU 24, Xav_ier 3~, 
3-Point FG Indiana AAU 2-14 (Yasen 0-1, 
Shaw 1-4. Drew-Shaw 0-3, Washington 1-5, 
Hicks 0-1, Xavier 5-13 (Hamberg 2-4, 
Tuukkanen 0-1, Kremer 0-1, Hughes 1-1, 
Hotz 0-1, Levandusky 2-5), Total Fouls -
Indiana AAU 25, Xavier 17. 
Rifle 
Xavier 6059, Tennessee-Martin 5909 
Sat., Nov. 15 
Cincinnati 
Smallbore: XU-4556, Xavier individuals: 
Juziak-1164,Jedinak-J 136,Alexander-1138, 
Brattain 1118. 
Air Rifle: XU-1503, Xavier lndividunls: 
Juziuk-390, Jedinak-374, Alexander-368, 
Brattain-371. 
Swimming 
Sat., Nov. 15 
Wheeling, W. Va. 
Men 
Wheeiing Jesuit 108, Xavier 96 
Xavier victories: 200 yard freestyle - Casey 
(1 :46.63), 500 yard freestyle - Casey 
( 4:57 .29), 200 yard breaststroke - Dissel 
(49:01). . . 
Women 
·Wheeling Jesuit 158, Xavier 91 
Xavier victories: 100 yard backs_troke • 
Goubeaux (1:02.89), 200yard freestyle relay. 
. -Dunaway, Wayne,Rich,Broache(l:53.60). 
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Xavier's spirit Iivesin.thosewho 
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Jones finds public relations.~leansing a1 
; . BY KARA BENKEN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE . 
. year. and senator his fresh-
man year. 
In effect, Jones . was 
The.mime''.DamonJcmes;tstiU training for his post-Xayier 
brings smiles to the faces of those . job, managing public rela-
who knew him. Those who walk tions for the laundry and 
down the hall .toward .the SGA e>f~ . cleaning products category 
fices in the University Center still at.P & G. This means work-
expect to see him scurrying around ing ditectly with reporters 
or making aquiCk phone.call. who are doing. stories on 
A '97 ·graduate , with a products and also issues 
_ bache.lor's degree in electronic me- management work, which helps pre~ , 
. . 
"• ·' 
. inpublic affairs is the op- "It'1 
. · portunity to work with se~ ' touch witl 
nior level managers on a out of the 
· regular basis,'' said Jones. long as. y 
, Having worked ex- OK," hes 
actly five months this week, Tha 
Jones' only long-term plans formofatt, 
include Contemplating get- ti vi ties su 
ting hiS MBA eventually, dance, am 
while he's enjoying life for season tic I 
the moment. games. 
.. "I'm still'getting my feet wet, Still 
but I'm eating real food and W()rk- has made dia and a business minor, Jones is diet worst-case sc;enarios, t() slmpe 
working in Cincinnati at Procter & decision-making within the company: ing a real job,'' he said. . . portunitie1 
To him, the worst part about not being _ "Us1 Gamble as a corporate spokesman. "Detergent can be quite a big deal," 
"And I'm still cafohingup on said Jones.. . · ... 
the lack of sleep I had for four years," "I'm doing things like managing pro-
be said. active publicity campaigns such as, Title's 
in school anymore is that he has no choice in you are at: 
the mornings about whether or not he should are there ii 
go to class: · . · · . · worked in 
Jones served as Student Gov- 50th anniversary program and ,others like 
emment Associati.on presiqent for working to identify issues that can have an 
two years after serving as legisla- impact on the business,'; he said; · 
It seems the years in Cincinnati thinned ested ·in an 
_the Detroit native'Sblood. · , nity to get 
_ "You have to: go to work, and it gets ~fonder 
harder on those coid ipomings,!' said Jones. XU has,".: ti_ve vice president his sophomore "One of the bestthings about working 
were at Edgecliff 
"I'm stjJI getting my feet ~ 
I'm eating real food and w 
real job." -
-·Dam() 
BY LAUREN MosKo: 
DIVERSIONS EDITOR ' 
Many graduates can reflect 
uponall the things they tookfrom . 
their coliege experience. Fewer, 
however, can. be proud of what 
they have given back. Kathy Wade 
is one of the proud few. 
In 1977, Wade graduated 
from Edgecliff, taking with her a 
degree in sociology. However, 
that's not all that Wade took away 
from the legendary all-women's 
college that used to reside on Vic-· 
tory Parkway. She also took with 
her a desire to give back-using 
the skills she, herself, had been 
given-by sharing both her vocal 
talent and leadership with the com-· 
munity. 
Today, Wade's many tal-
ents are manifested in her career 
as a professional singer, her work 
as head of the non-profit organi-
zation Learning Through, Art, Inc., 
and Da:ka Recording Co., another 
of her projects. 
Her most.vivid memory of 
her days at Edgecliff includes a. 
certain acting class and the song 
"Brown Baby" by Oscar Brown; 
Jr. When asked to do an'interpre~ 
tive piece for the class, Wade en7 
listed thehelpofherdaughter, and 
th.e two performed the song to-
gether. Now, Wade uses "Brown 
Kathy-Wade gives more than her voice. 
Baby" in her educational programs; the song has 
become evidence of her ties to Edgecliff and ·her 
daughter-bringing her give/take commitment to 
the college and community full circle. 
Edgecliff no longer stands, but Wade contin-
ues to do her part; she now sits on Xavier's Advisory 
Comriiittee Board. She was present at the dedication 
of the Conyocation Center and is proud of XU's 
· renovations; · 
"Xavier seems to be participating as a good 
neighbor. As lcmg a,s they continue to give back to 
the comm1mity [then the work is a positive contribu-
tion]." Wade'..s soft and alluring voice inesolute 
. when discussing community affairs. 
After all, as Wade's example has shown us, 
"you haye'to give back what you get." 
Combs ta~es 
BY. KARA BENKEN 
NEWS EDITOR 
Located on St. Gregory Street in Mt. Adan 
·weekday afternoons, or on your radio dial at 700 
is a Xavier graduate who considers himselffortu 
The WL W afternoon news anchor couldn '.t 
a better place. . 
Brian Combs, who graduated from Xavi 
.1983 with a bachelor's degree in communication: 
. a specialty in broadcast journalism, achieved his l 
of a career in radio in a relatively short amount ofl 
"My first goal upon graduating was to be a 1 
anchor at a major market station, so I think I'm 
lucky to be doing just that," Combs said., 
Combs has been with 700 WLW since Jm 
1985, when he gave up his position as news direcl 
a station in Anderson, Ind. to return to his homel 
to work. 
Raised in Cincinnati and a graduate of I 
High School, Combs viewed going ·to Xavier 
"natural progression in the good ol' Catholic t 
tion." 
Xavier ended up being more than a Jesuit SC 
for him, though. 
'The biggest thing that helped me get a good 
to ten year head start on other people interested ii 
··field was Dr. King and all of his encourageme1 
VXU," Combs said. , . . . . . . . 
· Combs is 1'.efe.rring to Dr, James Ki11g, wllc 
· nurtured WVXU from its inception as a student.su 
in the basement of Ait~r Hall to«its current man 
-·.·..:.. 
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Jones finds public relations. ~leansing at P&G 
BY KARA BENKEN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
year and senator his fresh-
man year. 
In effect, Jones was 
The.name''.DamonJcmes;tstiU training for his post-Xayier 
brings smiles to the faces of those . job, managing public rela-
who knew him. Those who walk tions for the laundry and 
down the hall .toward .the SGA qf~ . cleaning products category 
fices .in the University .Center still atP & G. This means work-
expect to see him scurrying around ing ditectly with reporters 
or making a,quiCk phone call. who are doing. stories on 
A .· '97 graduate . with a products and also. issues 
. bache.lor's degree in electronic me- managerrientwork, which helps pre~ . 
dia and a business minor, Jones is diet worst-case sc;enarids, t() silape 
working in Cincinnati at Procter & decision-making wt thin the company: 
Gamble asa corporate spokesman. "Detergent can be quite a big deal," 
"And I'm still cafohingup on said Jones.. · 
thelackofsleepihadforfouryears/' "I'.m doing things like managingpro-
he said. active publicity campaigns such as Title's 
. . . 
in'public affairs is the op- "It's a lot harder to keep in 
· portunity to work with se- .. touch With people and yes, I feel 
nior level managers on a out of the loop sometimes, but as 
regular basis,'' said Jones. long as. you make an effort, ifs 
Having.worked ex- O~," he said. 
actly fi:Ve months this week, . That effort is coming in the 
Jones' only long-term plans form ofattending Homecoming fes-
include contemplating get- tivities such as the game and the 
ting hiS MBA eventually, dance, and his recent purchase of 
while he's enjoying life for season tickets for men's basketball 
the moment. 
. "I'm still'getting my feet wet, 
but I'm eating real food and w9rk-
ing a real job," he said .. 
To him, the worst part about not being 
in school anymore is that he has no choice in 
the mornings about whether or not he should 
go to class: · · · . · 
It seems the years in Cincinnati thinned 
games . 
Still, being in the "real world" 
has made him thankful for the op-
. portunities he has had. · 
Jones served as Student Gov- 50th anniversary program and .Others like 
ernment Association president for working to identify issues that can have an 
two years after serving as legisla- impact on the business;'; he said;. · 
. the Detroit native's blood. · · 
. "Use your resources while 
you are at Xavier, because.chances 
are there is someone there who has 
worked in the field you're inter-
ested in and you have the opportu-
nity to get them in'your cornernow ,, 
~I undere.stimated the reputatiori rn:: 
tiye vice president his sophomore.· "One of the best things about working 
,., ···. ~· ... ' ''ti. .. .. ,. ·."t'': ·" : :· '.·t····':•::··· ~._.,, .. ,, .. ~,..,,._ 
,,, aue s 1rs no es . ·. 
were at Edgecliff 
Bv LAUREN MosKo: 
. "You have to: go to work, and it gets 
harder on those coid ipornings,!' said Jones. XUhas,"said Jones. · · 
"I'm still getting my feet wet, but 
I'm eating real food and working a 
real job."· 
-· Damon Jones ('97) 
DIVERSIONS EDITOR . 
Many graduates can reflect 
upon all the things they took from . 
their coliege experience. Fewer; 
howeve!.-, can be. proud of what 
they have given back. Kathy Wade 
is one of the proud few. 
Combs ta}{es 'good 'ol Catholic' tradition to WLW 
In 1977, Wade graduated 
from Edgecliff, taking with her a 
degree in sociology. However, 
that's not all that Wade took away 
from the legendary all-women's 
college that used to reside on Vic-· 
tory Parkway. She also took with 
her a desire to give back-using 
the skills she, herself, had been 
given-by sharing both lier vocal 
talent and leadership with the com-
munity. 
Today, Wade's many tal-
ents are manifested in her career 
as a professional singer, her work 
as head of the non-profit organi-
zation Learning Through, Art, Inc., 
and Daka Recording Co., another 
of her projects. 
Her most vivid memory of 
her days at Edgecliff includes a. 
certain acting class and the song 
"Brown Baby" by Oscar Brown; 
Jr. When asked to do an.interpre~ 
tive piece for the class, Wade en7 
listed the help of her daughter, and 
th.e two performed the song to-
gether. Now, Wade uses "Brown 
Kathy.Wade gives more than her voice.· 
Baby" in her educational programs; the song has 
become evidence of her ties to Edgecliff and ·her 
daughter-bringing her give/take commitment to 
the college and community full circle. 
Edgecliff no longer stands, but Wade contin-
ues to do her part; she now sits on Xavier's Advisory 
Cortuiiittee Board. She was present at the dedication 
of the Con\focation Center and is proud of XU's 
· renovations. · 
"Xavier seems to be participating as a good 
neighbor. As l()ng a,s they continue to give back to 
the comniunity.[then the work is a positive contribu-
tion].". Wade~.s soft and alluring voice is ·resolute 
. when discussing community affairs. 
After all, as Wade's example has shown us, 
"you haye'.to give back what you get." 
.· _,,. . , .. : ~ ' ' ' ,, ,' ' ; ':, ' " ' ,' . ; ' . ~ '' , :", ~ : , ' 
BY. KARA BENKEN 
NEWS EDITOR 
Located on St. Gregory Street in Mt. Adams on 
. weekday afternoons, or on your radio dial at 700 AM, 
is a Xavier graduate who considers hirnselffortunate. 
The WL W afternoon news anchor coulcfo 't be at . 
a better place. . 
Brian Combs, who graduated from Xavier in 
.1983 with a bachelor's degree in communications and 
. a specialty in broadcast journalism, achieved his goals 
of a career in radio in a relatively short amount of time. 
"My first goal upon graduating was to be a news 
anchor at a major market station, so I think I'm very 
lucky to be doing just that," Combs said .. 
Combs has been with 700 WLW since June of 
1985, when he gave up his position as news director at 
a station in Anderson, Ind. to return to his hometown 
to work. 
Raised in Cincinnati and a graduate of Elder 
High School, Combs viewed going ·to Xavier as a 
"natural progression in the good ol' Catholic tradi-
tion." 
Xavier ended up being more than a Jesuit school 
for him, though. 
"J:he biggest thing that helped me get a good fl ve . 
to ten year head start on other people interested in my 
• field was Dr. King and all of his encouragement at 
VXU,"Combs said. . ... ·. .• . . . . . , . . · 
· Combs is i:efe.rring to Dr, James :King, who has 
· nurtured WVXU from: its inception as· a student.station · 
in the basement of Ait~r !fall to"its ciirrent manage-
-·.·-. 
Photo by Nate Potter 
'Brian Combs delivering the news atWLW. 
ment of eight stations from one building. 
"His audio-production adviee put us light-years ahead 
. of the competition,. and the opportunities he gave us inade 
. ' ... ·-· -·- .. ···- ,· ... ' . ' - .. _, __ '. . . .'-.•". •. ·, ' 
finding a job after graduation as easy as it was," Combs 
said. 
. While serving as news director for the then student 
station in the early '80s, Combs and the other anchors and 
directors introduced Morning Edition. Combs also 
worked part~time for WUBE while he was at Xavier. 
"It wa:~ mostly a voh,mteer staff when I was a 
student, and Tm still proud of the job Wf! did," he said. 
Operations Director at WVXU George Zahn also 
graduated from the program in the ,early_ '80s, and remi-
nisced about the days of WVXUin Alter, when it was 
·more of a club than a station. 
'.'We were all sharing offices and we had about one 
and a half studios to work out of. We had to time our 
talking during the spring so the·sound of lawnmowers 
. wouldn't be in tqe background,'; Zahn said. 
· WLW, .one of the"granddaddies" of radio, has 
, been broadbasting forabout 75 years. During World War 
Il,.it functioned as a government station and now is one 
of the few stations powerful enough to broadcast at great 
distances. · 
Combs' beat is the courthouse, and.the trials are 
sonie of his favorite things to cover as a news anchor. 
"Of course, I love. to get a good Xavier story. I 
. can't ..yait to cover Xavier going to the Final Four- it'll 
be one of the greatest events of my career," he said. 
"It's a unique circumstance to be;: working at a 
major news statio.n in your hometown, and here I am, 
covering things in the Tri~State. I hope to retire from 
here," Combs said . 
Combs attributes his success to the hands-on capa~ 
bilities of radio at Xavier to his success. 
''I'mdoing .whaq always dre.~~d of,"he said . 
.••'I."' 
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To nail the MCAT, knowing the sciences isn't enough. · 
You've got to knpw the test. At Kaplan we'll teach you both. 
Our expert teachers have helped more students get into 
medical school than all other MCAT prep courses combined. 
So, go with the leader. Call today to enroll; 
1ttlll;U1. 
1 ·BOO·KAP·TEST 
'llCATll•rogtolndndon.iial .. ~al--C.,... '' 
There is no second opinion. 
XU tips off tonight 
BY PETE HoLTERMANN 
SPORTS EDITOR 
The waiting is almost over. 
Tonight, Xavier will tip off one of 
its 111ost anticipated basketball sea-
sons ever when theMuskies"take the 
floor against Toledo at Cincinnati 
Gardens. 
It is the season opener for 
both the. squads, and the first of 
three games in six days for the 10th 
ranked Musketeers. 
. Xavier swept through its ex-
hibition schedule, picking up its sec-
ond win by defeating Athletes In 
Action 75-62 last Thursday. The 
Muskies will take the floor again on 
Saturdayforthe Homecoming game 
against Akron~ On Monday, Xavier 
will welcome Northeast Louisiana 
to the Gardens. 
Junior guard Lenny Brown led Xavier with 24 points against Athletes in 
Action in an exhibition game last Thursday. 
think we'll get better with that once Prosser. "And if we don't shoot 
we substitute less because of famil- well, it's tough to get into the press." 
iarity." Saturday's game against Ak-
Xavier and Toledo both had ron will test another part of Xavier's 
exhibition contests against the Ohio defense. The Zips are led by sopho-
Ail-Stars. The Rockets defeated the more guard Jimmal Ball. Last sea-
Ali-Stars 95-78, while Xavier son, Ball had a career night in 
downed the squad 92-75. Xavier's triple-overtime ·113-111 
Both squads pia:yed the An: win. He scored 44 points ori 16 field 
Stars equally. Perhaps the biggest goals in the game. 
differem;:e againsttheAII-Stars was Toledo's Shaw and Akron's 
Xavier's defense. TheMuskiesstole Ball were both membe~s of the pre-
the ball from the All-Stars 15 times season All Mid-American Confer-
while forcing 25 turnovers. The ence Team. 
Rockets got nine steals and forced Xavier will face Northeast 
21 rebounds. Louisiana on Monday at the Gar-
To help Xavier's defense get dens. The Indians ended last season 
set in its pressure, the Muskies must with a 14-14 record, and return two 
shoot the ball better. Xavier shot starters from that club. On Dec. 2, 
just shy of 49 percent last season, Xavier will host Central Michigan. 
but managed to shoot just 43 per- Another MAC school, the 
cent in the two exhibitions. Chippewas had a record of7-19 last 
season. 
Xayier Area Resident's Special 
Medium 1 Topping Pizza $ S. 00 
··Large Cheese Pizza $ S. QQ 
.Buffalo Wings.$ 3. SQ 
Bread Sticks $.·99 
. Thin crust or original dough only please 
beep Dish crust & additional toppings add $.99 . · 
No. coupon necessary -. _ pkk-up or delivery 
Toad'.~olllesdown to Cincy 
BY STEVE SMITH 
· DIVERSIONS EDITOR 
All," and an 
impromptu·· 
version of · 
Randy Guss is relaxed, yet U2's "With 
interested. Sitting up-on a frayed or Without,"· 
. dressing room couch, Guss is deep the band 
into conversation and eager to talk. OKs every-· 
The band in which Guss is the · -thing and 
drummer, Toad the Wet Sprqcket, heads back 
is in the midst of a 33 date; two · to the bus to 
monthtourthatstaitedinLasVegas pass away 
in early October and finishes· in. the three 
NashvilleinearlyDecemqer. Sound hours until 
tiring? · · show time. 
Not only are these two months 
busy for the boys from Santa: Bar~ 
bara, Calif., but the entire summ'er 
has been crazy. Toad was the only 
artist, along with Neil. Young, to 
perform all 30 RO.R.D.E .. dates 
this summer, all in support of their 
new Columbia release Coil. Get-
ting worn out? 
. Guss isn't. The bright-eyed 
drummer is energetic and looks re- ' 
freshed. Maybeit'sjustagoodday? · 
Maybe it's an act?· Maybe, just 
maybe, it's Guss' andhisbandmates' 
(Glen Phillips, Dean Dinning; and 
Todd Nichols) honest love for what 
they do for a living? · 
Guss 
stays behind 
and enters 
the dressing 
room to chat. 
It's been a 
long, but fun · 
trip for Toad 
the Wet 
Sprocket and 
it seems as if · 
things are 
just begin-
ning to take 
off. Eleven 
years and six 
albums have 
. photo by Mellisa Martin 
"Sure we get Ored outhere/' 
Glen Phillips plays guitar. · 
said Guss. "Who wouldn't? But come and· gone and. Toad is still 
every day we get to play music for · considered to be a :·Do It Yourself' 
greafpeople. We meet new friends, rock success story. 
run into old ones, and genuinely Spending most of their; ca-
have a good time. Sure, we have our reers on the road, without the main-
off days, but on the whole, we get ' stream overplayed support of radfo 
recharged every time we step into a stations.MTV; or the press, the four 
new venue." 
Guitarist and vocalist Todd 
Nichols is ready for another night iri 
a different city.· Clad in a hooded 
grey sweatshirt, skater shorts, and a 
new pair of Airwalks, Nichols is all 
business as he and his guitar tech, 
Jonas, prepare his guitar for a sound 
check of "All in All", a song they 
never performe~f live before. As 
soon as they'redone1Nichols leaves 
for sound check with a nod and 
Jonas quick to follow. 
The room is empty except for 
the sound of Guss warming-up on 
stage just above the dressing room. 
A knock at the back door breaks the 
friends have created success. Their 
constant touring has . earned them 
the label as the "hardest touring band 
in rock" and a large and loyal fan 
base. 
What has changed for Guss 
and the band over the. years? 
"We didn't have those in the 
beginning," said Guss, who was in~ 
terruptea by the ringing on his cellu-
lar phone. "I don't know if it's that 
much different other than we're 
·adults now. Things. are different 
when you start out in a band and 
you're kids. You have to expand 
.and give everyone their individual 
... spaces, that's the wrong word, but 
it will do.· · 
· cess with pop hits off their two most. 
popular .CDs fear and Dulcinea. . 
. 'with the releaiie of Coil,' Toad has : 
encounter.ed a lack ofradio play, but · 
sold out venues on their tour. 
"Right now is an interesting 
time, because in .the past we have 
had some radio and we're not get-
ting that now, but people are coming 
to shows," said Guss. "It's actually 
really cool. In the beginning, we 
didn't want to have to depend on 
external things to get our music out. 
We didn't want to have to deperid on 
MTV, the radio, and the press, so we 
toured alot. We created things on 
ourmyn \Vith the mailing list and the 
web site. Every band wants to be 
self-sufficient. We're lucky, be-
cause I think we are (self-sufficient), 
and we're discovering that for the. 
· first .time .because for the first time 
· there is nothing else there besides 
our tour. So, it feels really good." . 
emptiness and bassist Dean Din- "As far as our appreciation LastTuesdaynightatBogart's. 
ning enters th_e venue and quickly for stuff like the music, now more ·Toad the Wet Sprocket was feeling 
disappears up the stairs. Before the thaneven".e'remorefocused. We're good as they entertained a sold out 
door closes, the shy face of lead enjoyingeachother'scompanymore crowd with an hour and a half set 
singer Glen Phillips pops in. Wear- than ever and enjoying ma~ng mu- plus two encores. Through classics 
ing a winter coat, Phillips passes the sic more," said Guss. lik.e "Come Back Down," "All I 
dressing room. with a smile and a The,band and its members Want," "Walk on the Ocean" and 
quick"Hey,"then,roboticallymakes have grdwn, butihere are still new ·current hits "Come Down," "What-. 
his move to the stage. goals to be reached. .; everlFear," and "Crazy Life" Toad 
Onceabove,thebandemerges "Iknowthatsometimes,after . played an energy-filled set. 
amidst the lights to get a feel for the · a while, bands stop n1akjng good The impromtu souri.d check version 
soon to be packed club. On the club music," said Guss. "Bufthey think of"WithorWithoutYou"evenmade 
floor, merchandise manger Joe they are. It's hard to know objec- it into the show, as well as a success-
Lyons and a lighting technician are tively, but we definitely fee,l like the. '. ful version of "All in All." . 
playing demolition derby with re- next record is going to be better than Toad the Wet Sprocket has 
mote control trucks. The hissing the last one, no matter \Vhat. The survived this far in an industry that 
andcrashingofthetrucksisdrowned fact that we, in a month or so, are holds no promises about tomorrow, 
out as the band sound checks to their going to start working on new mate- where they've proven their worth to 
current radio hit "Whatever I Fear," rial forour seventh record and we're the over 3 million pepole who have 
but Dinning is sure to compliment . ~till excited about doing that, is a . bought their music .. It's to badthat 
oneofthetruckdriversonanicehit. good' sign.'' ~ radio and MTV haven't caught on 
·After a few songs, including Despite the lack of being a ·yet. · · 
the practice run of the b-side "Allin mainstream hit, Toad has had sue~. · .... · Or is it? 
'Mermaid' returns 
Disney's 
theaters for a special run during the Thanksgiving holiday. 
The award winning film returned to theaters on Nov. 14 and 
will ruri on the big screen until Nov. 30. 
In conjucti9n with the re-release, the Newswire and Walt 
Disney Pictures are. offering our readers a chance to write-in and 
win. Correctly answer the following three questions and ymicould 
win a "Little Mermaid" T-shirt, soundtrack, or button. E-mail all 
responses to Diversions Editor Steve , Smith at 
844423@xavier.xu.edu. The first 10 winners will be notified bye- · 
mail. Good Luck! 
1. How many years has it been since the original release of "The 
. Little Mermaid?" 
a. 2 b. 4 c. 6 d. 8 
2. What is the name of the lovable crab in the movie? 
a. Flounder b. Sebastian c. Phillip d. Ursula 
3. Name the song from the film that won an Academy Award 
for original song? 
New Re'Ieases 
The following discs will be in stores on Nov. 25: 
Metallica, Re-Load (Elektra) ... ·Will Smith, Big Willie Style. 
(Columbfa) ... · VA, Scream II (the original soundtrack) ... 
Funkdoobiest, The Troubleshooters (Buzztone/RCA)... Ricky 
Jones, Ricky jones (Cherry/Universal) ... 
... aff dates are tentative. 
Concerts A Go Go 
Wednesday, Nov. 19 
Morrissey 
@ the Taft Theatre 
Thursday, Nov.20 
My Own Victim 
@Sudsy Malone's 
and · 
Sister 7 
@Ripley's 
and 
Squirrel Nut Zippers 
. @Bogart's 
Friday, Nov. 21 
Juliana Hatfield 
@Bogart's 
· Sunday, Nov: 23 
Blessed Union of Souls 
@ Bethany House 
Monday, Nov. 24 
Creed 
@Top Cat's 
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BY JEFF DAVIS 
OP-ED EDITOR 
For the past seven years, coun-
try singer Joe Diffie has done what 
many artists of his type can't do. He 
is able to put a humorous spin on a 
song and at the same time, propel it 
to the top-10. Songs like "Prop Me 
Up Beside the Jukebox (If I Die)" 
and "Bigger Than the Beatles" have 
provided Diffie with quite a decent 
living. All four of his previous 
albums have gone either gold or 
platinum. Usually one doesn't fix 
what .is not broken. However, 
Diffle's new release, Twice Upon a 
Time, reveals the Velma, Okla., 
native's serious side.·· Recently, 
Diffie talked to the Newswire about 
his newest album and other items of 
interest to his fans. 
NW: On yournew album, in-
stead o{the regular humorous songs 
we have become accustomed to, we 
hear more serious ballads and sub-
ject matter. Why the change? 
Country singer Joe Diffee plays at Coyote's in 
Ft. Mitchell, Ky., on Thursday. 
NW: Why do you think; that 
JD: Just to try something dif-
ferent. I've already covered that 
ground. I enjoyed doing it. Just to is? 
try something different. It's just re- JD: Whether it's good or bad, 
I don't know. A lot of the songs 
sound the same. Singers are sound-
ing the same and looking the same. 
I'm in the business end and it's 
difficult for me to for me to tell them 
apart.· I kind of feel for the fans who 
am liste:nin1r to the: ra<fio trvinir to 
figure out who's singing what. 
ally stuff I like. Just returning to the 
fact that I've done a lot of songs 
about water towers and third rocks 
·from the sun, stufflike ·that. To have 
a goal in mind to do an album, you 
haveto have a.goal atleast to do a 
real country album. · · 
NW: Kind .of.like the come-
dian moving over to a serious role? 
JD: Yeah, I guess you could 
make that analogy. Really it's just 
starting to do songs I like, especially 
with what I've seen. As long as you 
end up finding them and trying to do 
the best songs you can, that's what it 
boils down to. 
NW: You say it's easier to 
write serious stuff compared to hu-
morous. 
JD: I've tried to write humor-
ous stuff. It's really different to not 
go over the line into real mangy 
novelty stuff. It's really different to 
write a song with a tongue in cheek 
sense of humor. There's not a lot of 
writers who can endure the Jong 
. stretch that I've had with the kind of 
bent to it. 
NW: Is this move towards the 
more serious permanent? 
JD: I don't know. We'll have 
to see how the trend goes. I think 
radio has gotten kind of sick of play-
ing Bubba songs. You got to go 
with the flow. 
Write for 
Diversions. 
Get cool 
things. 
NW: Your band is called 
Trailer Trash. You know in some. 
parts of the country that term is a 
badge of honor: 
JD: My band was originally 
called Heartbreak Highway. Just 
recently, the last remainder of that 
particular band decided he wanted 
to stay home with his family and 
stuff. So he got offthe road. And we 
didn't have any original members 
left and we decided to change the 
name. Trailer Trash is just one of 
the·names I call it. Another one is 
Nicotine Mountain Boys. So I try to 
come up with something funny and 
humorous. Lately,Tve been call-. 
ing them the Pick-up Men. We're 
actually thinking about running a 
. contest in one of the magazines to 
see if we can come up with a good 
name for the band. 
NW: Hqw have your parents' 
Midwestern upbringing ·affected 
your career? 
· JD: They allowed me to go 
and try different things and try to' do 
what I wanted to do. I always had 
In YourEarMan 
the support for them. Just having 
the responsibility of an adult when 
you're. 12-13 _years old. I was 
driving a truck and tractor. When I 
was around 10 or 11-years-old. I 
think it all blends together to give 
you a solid.work ethic. 
. . 
NW: Tell me about that ride · 
in Dale Earnhardt's car. 
JD: He was down with his pit 
crew. I went down there and spoke 
with him. I just happened to stop by 
there while they were filming. I 
talked to Dale for a while and he 
said, 'hey, you want to ride for·a 
couple of laps.' I said sure. I was 
just sitting there and we proceeded 
to go around the track at an incred-
ible speed. I didn't have. a seat, 
seatbelt, helmet, or nothing. I was 
just hanging on to the row bars. It 
was pretty scary after I realized, 
'whoa, if a tire blows, I'm history.' 
It was pretty cool though. 
NW: Several country singers 
now own or co-own their own 
NASCAR team. Are you interested 
in doing something in· the sport? 
JD: Well, !don't know. Not 
really. I figure I'll stick with whatl 
know. I just want to be ·a fan and 
watch. IwatchitonTVandgotothe 
occasional race. I enjoy that part of 
it. I don't think I'd even get into it. 
I've talked to some drivers about 
maybe getting like a pick-up truck 
team though. But I've got enough 
money invested· in these tour buses. 
Mak.· e easy·.s.··.···.·.· .. ·.·.··.·••.•·••.··.... money.. . . 
- . . : ~ . . ' - . : 
C~ll. '11. 745~2878 ... ··~····. 
Powerful ''Storm'' 
hits theaters 
BY DAN FUREY 
DIVERSIONS WRITER 
As the upcolning Thanksgiv- ~· 
ing holiday is quickly approaching, 
most of us will be gathering with our 
, families to celebrate. Keeping with 
this tradition, but in a dark and ob-
scure view, is the new Ang Lee film, 
"The Ice Storm." 
Taking place 9verThanksgiv-
ing, 1973, 
"The Ice 
Storm" fo-
cuses on the 
shallow and 
cold struggles. 
of two upper~ 
middle class 
Connecticut 
families. 
Based 
have children that are involved in 
simifar immoral mischief, like their 
parents; , .. . ~ . 
·. Wendy Hood (Christina 
Ricci) plays emotional games with .. 
the two young teenage Carver boys 
(Elijah Wood and Adam Hann-
Byrd), while she struggles with her 
own adolescence. The kids' mock. 
their parents' behavior throughout 
the movie. The film continually 
shows disturb-
ing· parallels 
between the 
parents' and· 
the kids' be~ 
havioial pat-
. terns. 
T h e 
movie's pow-
erful emo-
tional· force 
on Rick and impact 
Moody's ce)~·~ surfaces at its 
ebrated 1994 climatic sec-
novel, the film ond act. · The 
Paints a•som~- . . . m worst ice storm Sigourney rreaver . 30 h"t ber· picture of · ,· m years 1 s 
lost children and. befuddled parents Connecticut on a dramatic and life- · 
. duringthetrarisitionalyearof1973. changing night foi: both families. 
· AyearwhereAmerica'scoun- Th.eHoods' son Paul goes to New 
tetculture had fosfits drive as a YorkCitytopursuearichgirlfrom 
youth movement, .and began to a prep school. Meanwhile, both t~e_ 
spread to the suburbs. "The Ice . Hoods and Carvers attend a cocktail 
Storm" re-creates the year of . party which turns out to be.a. "key 
Watergate,pornochic,FrankZappa, party":· a wife swapping ,lottery at 
bongs, and sweater vests. All the end of the evening for couples. 
wrapped up in the era's funky cul- The even.ts of t~e nighf~ring the 
ture is the story of two struggling movie to an emotional-heightened 
families. · . and intriguing ending, where each 
The fiim relies on its emo- . familymembercomestotragicreal~ 
tional and realistic cast that portrays izations. 
eachindividua:Jcharacter'sproblems The film's content. is both 
with sincerity. Kevin Kline plays tragic and dark, but at the same time, 
Ben Hood, a successful business- blends the familiar aspects of family . 
man who's marriage with wife Elena life that every audience will be able 
(Joan Allen) has' lost all appeal. He to relate to. 
leads an affair with the extremely "The Ice Storm" will prob-
cold character, Janey Carver (who ably be one of the most powerful, 
is also married), played with perfec- emotional films of the year, and will . 
tion by Sigourney Weaver. Both the likely see more than one Oscar nod. 
Hoods and Cai:vers are neighbors Although "The Ice Storm" is . far··. 
and good friends, creating a disturb- from a cheerful holiday film, it is 
ing twist to the affair. · definitely worth seeing over . the 
The Hoods and Carvers.also break. 
No·w RENTING 
FOR THE 
. '98~,'99 
SCHOOL YEAR 
476 Woodburn - 6 bdrm 
3639 Brooks - 6 bdrm. 
· 3634 Newton - 3 bdrm. 
'For Information 
. Call 772-0909 
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Moxy Fruvous 
you will go to the moon 
(The Bottom Line) 
I understand what Moxy 
Fruvous is trying to accomplish 
here-a mixing of rarely-coupled 
instruments (for example, banjo and 
wurlitzer) and vocal harmony with 
the intention of creating a unique 
sound. But the disc you will go to 
the moon is so cheesy that it could 
serve as the soundtrack to a name-
less '60s or '70s movie starring the 
cast of the "Love Boat." 
The hip-hop flow overlaying 
banjo and wurlitzer in "Michigan 
Militia" is a catchy lead-off tune, 
but the album quickly deteriorates 
with each additional track. · The 
contrast between songs like the slow 
and repetitively tortuous "Lee" and 
the annoying "Kick in the Ass" make 
the disc inconsistent; you may try 
hard (and even start) to like it, but it 
will shape-shift into sdmething you 
decidedly hate. 
' And I honestly wouldn't be 
surprised if the Bee Gees sued for 
the ruthless slaughtering of "I've 
Got To Get A Message To You." 
The Verve 
Urban Hymns 
(Virgin) 
I'll never understand the on-
going interest for this kindofbloated, 
psychedelic stadium music. The 
first instant the guitars kicked in, I 
knew that overused, riverbed drum 
beat was coming. The Verve evoke 
sterile moments from rock's past: 
watery blues, orchestras and plenty 
of melodramatic vocalizing. I found 
The Verve to be extremely boring as 
they waste the chances for real com-
bustion by affecting a disinterested 
pose. 
-Mark Donahue 
Diversions Writer 
40Thevz 
Honor Amongst Thevz 
(Mercury Records) Moxy Fruvous-they may be 
Canadian, but they're noBarenaked 
Ladies. Working with an already es-
-Lauren Mosko· tablished superstar is likely to open 
Asst. Diversions Editor doors, and the 40 Thevz have par-
Iayed theirassociation with pop icon 
Coolio into a recording contract. 
The result, Honor Amongst 
Thevz, is an l!neven setthatmanages 
to include several worthy messages, 
but suffers from several creative 
d.ownfalls. 
Le Kratt and P.S. don't pos-
sess their mentor's charisma on the 
microphone, and their lyrics rarely 
match the potency of their Compton, 
Calif., cohort's work. 
On "One For the Money," 
however, the 40 Thevz and Coolio 
combine, kicking lyrics that.center 
around a snippet from another artist 
with a Coolio connection, Ras Kass. 
The song discusses women 
who are out for money_, and, while 
the topic isn't new in rap circles, it is 
handled well by the trio. 
Most of the 15 cuts feature 
samples of well-known soul grooves 
and have a comfortable feel. Much 
like Coolio, the 40 Thevz aim for a 
mixture of mainstream and hip-hop 
appeal. 
More often than not, though, 
their effort to satisfy one crowd alien-
ates the other. 
-Soren Baker 
Guest Writer 
Sore11Baker is the former Diversions 
Editor of the Xavier Newswire. He is cur-
rently employed as afreelance writer, con-
tributi11g to such publications as The New 
York Times, The Chicago Tribune, The 
Washington Post, and Vibe Magazi11e. 
INTERNET VIDEO MESSAGING 
$2.99 at the DownUnder_Lounge 
http://www.connectmail.com 
Mondays: 
Simpsons 
7:30 p.m. 
Melrose 
8p.m. 
Monday 
Night 
Football 
9p.m. No 
admission 
charge! 
t:. out 
Cl~IEMA (;~ILL 
Me>vie l_inc: 321-:i211 
GrNJt Movtes, Splrlls. aod Food 
Starting . 
Fri. Nov. 21 
The 
.....-------------. Peacemaker, 
Now Showing thru Thurs. Nov. 20: 
MEN IN BLACK 
PG-13 7:30, 9:45 
THE GAME 
R 7:00,9:35 
...._ _______ __ 
The Game, 
Men in Black, 
& Stra-nge 
Brew 
Currently accepting 
applications for 
scivcrs and kitchen 
hc!p 
Back By Popular Demand- Friday Night Fever 
The best of '70s, '80s, '90s dance music 
Every Fri. - LADIES NIGHT! Free 
Admission for the ladies in before 1 lpm 
Every Sunday- SUNDAY NIGHT FEVER 
The home of the best disco in town 
Every Fri. & Sun. $1. 00, Drinks 
Now 18 & Older for all nights & events! 
* Events Calendar * 
Sat. Nov. 22 - Battery - Tribute to Metallica 
Wed. Nov. 26 - Crazy Train - Tribute to Ozzy 
Sat. Nov. 29 - KISS ARMY - #1 Kiss show 
Worldwide 
Tickets available at Ticketmaster and Annie's 
.~ •11. ,. 
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Photo of the 
Week 
The· benefits of being Student Government 
Association President ... here our revered 
leader, Dave Coyle is admired by a throng of 
female admirers. (Clockwise)-They include 
Natalie Quagliata, Kate Tragesser, Cecily Van 
· Dyke, Jill Yungbluth, and Jessica Hansberry. 
Hansberry, who submitted the photo, wins 
movie passes, this weeks prize from the 
Newswire vault. Please contact Steve Smith, 
Diversions editor, to claim your tickets at 745-' 
._287&·,ifyou have a Photo of the Week 
· submisstdn, bring it up to our Cohen Center · 
offices or mail it to on-campus mail location 
2129 .. All submissions will be returned . . 
LAIJG\-\i'CR. HE.LPS 
PVT rv\lj ToRtv\E:NT 
INTO PERSPECT\Ve. 
I Aiv\ IN CotJSTAr.JT 
PAIN OVER M':1 LOSSES, 
tv\':1 'SE.TBAC.KS, N\~ 
F"AIUJRE.S. 
IF I COULD 
LAUGH, M~ SOUL 
· WOVLO BE.HEALED. 
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Friday, Noveinber 21 
Time: 6:30 
Place: Downui.tder 
Price of Admission: $5 or bring a . 
, .. · . '., 
-· . 
dish of your o_wn! 
Call 7 45~2864 for information . 
Sponsore'cf 6y I ntemationa[ Students' Society 
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After the SK race and watch-
ing the parade, you are going to be 
one hungry Muskie .. Good thing 
there is a cookout (whatever that 
means) on · the Reaidenlial 
Mall. About $5 for all you can eat 
to prepare your stomach for later. 
·monday 
November 24 
-·-------------·-------·------------
The start of your memorable 
night is with the '2 pm. men' a baake ... 
ball game against the Akron Zips. 
They won't be serving good ham-
burgers, but you can always get one 
after the game. The game is played 
atthe Gardena; That is forall of the· 
freshmen and those that keep for-
getting where the guys play ball. 
Thanksgiving dinner for the 
Xavier family is a little earlier than 
turkey day this year. Dinner will be 
served from 4· 7 p.m. in Buenger . 
Hall. ·Sorry, it won't be a free meal 
like at home. It's two cans of food 
(no, not food to eat with dinner) or 
$2. 
November 19 
The colciWeather closed all of 
the amusement parks. There is no 
more going with your buds and hav-
ing some underpaid, so-called artist 
draw all of you like a bad cartoon 
cast. SAC feels your pain. n.tnny 
ph()tG)s and carlc;atures 
'will be available for your winter-
time blues iri the cafe IVbbY 
between 11:2() ·a.m.-2 p.m. 
This is all part of the Homecoming 
celebration. 
International Coffee Hour 
is getting athletic on us. · After the 
3:30p.m; coffeebreakatO'Connor 
·Sports Center, they plan on work-
ing it off. · 
W.O.R.1.:;H. will be having a 
discussion on Women in Religion at 
7 p.m. in KelleyAuditorium. 
The. long awaited first game 
of the men's basketball season is 
finally here. At the Gardens, where 
they do serve adult beverages to 
adults arid others; Toledo will do 
their best to challenge our ranked 
team at 7:30 p.m. Remember, it is 
·free with a Xavier I.D. -the game, 
not the beverages. 
Don'tforgettotape"SOUTH 
PARK" at 10 P.M. on COMEDY 
CENTRAL while .you are at the 
game. It's the last new episode. 
Twenty dollars says Kenny dies. 
Don't forget to buy your 
Homecoming dance tickets. Only 
$10attheSACoffice. Ifyouarenot 
sure that you will make it, don't 
bother buying a ticket till you actu-
ally get there and pay $15. 
thursday. 
November 20 
· Smoking is not good, but the 
nicotine helps something ... um ... oh 
yeah; your memory. But your lungs. 
are much more ·important, so they 
say. Join the. Great American 
Smokeout by getting a survival kit 
' in the cafe lobby from 11:30 a.m.• ' 
1:30 p.m. Don't forget. 
When you're happy and you 
know it, clap yotir hands, or go to the 
az/e ~· · ~ d/ooA; will be 
from 5-7 p.m. ·Why is happy hour 
\two hours long? Shouldn't it be 
happy hours? 
There will be containers 
around campus for you to donate . 
. your non~perishable food items for 
the Thanksgiving-Food Drive. Re-. 
member, that would be all of the· 
food in cans, with labels still on:• 
friday 
November 21 
' ~ ,! 
The Cincinnati Entertainment 
Awards will be presented at ·Sy-
camore Gardens at 7:30 p.m. Tick-
ets are available in advance for only 
Eating is such an important 
thing in our busy lives. It should be 
a time of sharing. Bring a dish and 
share it with everyone at the Inter· 
national Dinner in the Downunder 
at 6:30 p.m. If you can't cook, and 
that is why you are eating here, 
bring $5. 
Milhouse is playing at Sy-
camore Gardens. ·Remember, 
they're the band that played at Styuka 
two years ago. Yeah~ they're pretty 
good. 
S .. d . th ' $10. omet1me urmg e course · 
saturday 
November 22 
Your wake-up call will be at 
10 am. with a concert on the Reai .. 
Thewomenareplayingalittle denli.al Mal\. Roger &ucbard has 
basketball tonight with U. of Wis- · been instructed to play his guitar to 
consin-Milwaukee. It's better than help get all of your lazy donkey 
a guys game because there's no need butts out of bed. 
_ of the day, the swim team is having· t d ameetagainstLouisvillein~hepool ues . ay .. 
at the sports center. Imagme that. 
It's one of those nights. Are 
your going to get dressed in your 
November 25 
to wait forever for a bus or to try to 
find parking. It's right over in 
Schmidt Fieldhouse at 7 p.m. 
best and make it to the Masquerade IC s a horrible tragedy when 
Oanoe? Try to make it part of your_ you lose a dime. You start out with 
night. , In the midst of your pre- 61 cents. After a busy day of what-
dance entertainment, don't forgetto ever, all you can think about is an 
catch a ride at the end of the Resi- ice-cold Coca-Cola. You head to 
dential Mall (that's by Buenger the nearest Coke machine. Get out 
Hall). Our overly protective school the change, two quarters and six 
Now that you are out of bed, will be providing bus transportation pennies. Where is the nickel? Damn 
you have nothing to do .. ·Run the All . to take you to Union T enninal. There, · it. The stupid machine doesn't take 
For One Classic 5K 'Race at l t am. you will be able to stumble your pennie11. How are you suppose to 
"Blithe Spirit" is back in the Register at the.aporb center. It will .night away from to pm ... 2 am. get an ice-cold Coca-Cola? .. These· 
University Theatre a,t 8 p.n{ This -: help your hang over, or make it stupid vending machines should just 
classic comedy is said to keep you worse. · · · · take pennies .. 
laughing, Go. find out for yourself.. sunday· 
.. Behind the race wm be the 
CozxledyFestII'is in Fourth Annual 'Homecom .. 
After . classes, . pack up your 
dirty clothes and head home for 
Titanksgiving. 'Eat lots of turkey, it 
may be ·your last: good , meal. till 
Chris,tmas; Have a great five day 
break.•and HAPPY TUR- · 
theoaf'e:. Remember the first one? ing Parade ... · It will step-off at November 23 
That was pretty funny, huh? Frank t t:05 a.m. . and go down Uic-
Caleindo and Spanky are pretty torg Pakwag. . All of the ban-
funny. You have to be with a name ·. ners that we worked so hard on will 
like Sp~_~y_;: __ Se~ y~µ- l;lt.~ pzn. . be in the parade/ · · 
Blessed Union of Souls is 
playing atSycamore Gardens at5:30 
p.m .. KEY·DAY! 
SPRING BREAK 
'98.-Sell Trips, Earn Cash, & 
Go Freel! Student Travel Setvices 
is now hiring campus reps group 
organizers. Guaranteed, lowest. 
prices to Jamaica, Mexico, & 
Florida. Visit us @ 
www.ststravel.com or 
call 1-800-648-4849 
EXTRA INCOME FOR '97 
Earn $500 - $1,000 weekly 
stuffing envelopes. For details • 
,RUSH $1 with SASE to: GROUP 
5, 6547 N Academy Blvd. Dept. N, 
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80918~ 
$11 ·$15/ HOURf 
The Princeton Review seeks 
college grads to teach SAT, GAE, 
GMAT, LSAT, and MCAT courses 
part-time. The ideal candidate 
has an excellent academic 
background,· great standardized 
test scores (90th percentile & 
above), and excellent communica-
tion skills. 1-800-2-Review; 
HOLIDAY$$f 
Work part-time during the 
holidays and make "big bucks." 
Earn up to $8/hour and more with 
Cincinnati's leading wireless 
company. Excellent working 
conditions. Call Will for info 
791~3500 ~xt. 135. 
CLEVELAND/AKRON 
'sruDENTS ' 
, Great part-time job 
oppportunitiesll Home City Ice 
offers FLEXIBLE hours and 
EXCELLENT pay for its employ-
ees during the school yearand 
summer break. 8·40 hours per 
week. Jobs average $6.50 • $1 O/ 
hour. Call Brian or Tommy Toll-
. Free 800-376-5388. Please call 
. us during your winter break to 
interview and apply. · 
FOR RENT 
Walking distance to XU 
campus, extra larga rooms, all 
·utilities furnished, equipped 
kitchens, off street parking, 
washers/dryers, basement 
rooms also available. 
Please call 242-1567. 
FREE T·SHIRT 
+$1,000 
Credit Card fundraisers for 
fraternities, sororities & groups. Any 
campus organization. can raise up to 
· $1,000 by earning a whopping $5NISA 
application. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 
65. Qualified callers receive FREET-
SHIRT. 
HOUSES FOR RENT 
3 & 4 bedroom houses both 
walking distance from campus. 
Kelly Company 321-0043 
or 241-9421 · 
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